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      A Semantics for Inferentialism Lina Bendifallah Combining Formal Epistemology and Empirical Data lina.bendifallah@outlook.fr A few Conditionals Conditionals are sentences of the form "If P, then Q" definitions Inferentialism Inferentialism is a theory of conditionals according to which an indicative conditional is true, iff there is a strong enough argument between P and Q in a given context Examples of missing-link conditionals - If Winston Churchill did not sleep before D-day, then he considered a career as a sculptor early on in life - If sea levels keep rising, then Brazil will win the 2022 FIFA World Cup - If Mozart died from food poisoning, he began composition at the age of 3. For the first modern occurences, see Kryżanowska (2012, 2015) The theory is dubbed "inferentialism" in Douven & al. (2015) For a general discussion, see Douven (2016) Traditional theories of conditionals The material The three- conditional value Relevance account semantics logic Modern occurences: De Finetti Belnap & Rieger (2013), Stalnaker's (1995), Non- Anderson Williamson possible Bennett propositional (1975) (2020) worlds (2003) semantics semantics Adams (1966, 1975) Stalnaker (1975) Inferentialism: A combined Hypothetical Inferential Inferentialism Theory formal-empirical Descriptive Psychological approach account of the adequacy of the interpretation of semantic level conditionals: dual- theory process theory See Douven & al (2017) See Douven & al. (2019), Mirabile & al. (2020) According to inferentialism: A conditional is (i) true if there is a strong enough argument between its antecedent and its consequent, (ii) false, if the connection between the antecedent and the consequent is too weak or if there is an argument from the antecedent to the negation of the consequent, (iii) neither true, nor false if there is no connection between the antecedent and the consequent. Main distinguising features of inferentialism The notion of validity encompasses deductive , inductive and abductive validity Modus Ponens is not always valid Inferentialism does not validate Centering Example of experiment The soritical color series Douven & al. (2017, 2019) Number of participants: 532 22 conditionals to evaluate of the form : "If patch number i is X, then so is patch number j" i ∈ {2, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13}, X either "blue" or "green" and j depends on the spread condition Options of answers : "True", "False", "Neither true nor false" Results Douven & al. (2017, 2019) Main implications Douven & al. (2017, 2019) Non-propositionalism: conditionals are never true or false According to the results, only 10,5% of the total answers state that a conditional is neither true nor false - Material conditional account: P ⊃ ≡ Q -(P.-Q) Countermodels : {TFT, TF#}, {TTF, TT#, FTF, FFF, FF#} - Standard three-value semantics: a conditional has the semantic value of its consequent if its antecedent is true and alse is neither true not false. Countermodels : {FTT, FFT, FTF, FFF}, {TTF, TT#}, {TFT, TF#} - Stalnaker semantics: nearness between worlds Countermodels: {TTF, TT#, FTF, FT#} ; {TFT, TF#, FFT, FF#} "If patch number i is X, then so is patch number j" Main implications Douven & al. (2017, 2019) Totality of responses with determinate constituents: 3960 Non-propositionalism: conditionals are never true or false 55% of participants never chose the "neither true nor false" answer - Material conditional account: P ⊃ ≡ Q -(P.-Q) 41% of the responses violate the material account - Standard three-value semantics: a conditional has the semantic value of its consequent if its antecedent is true and alse is neither true not false. 56% of the responses violate the three value-semantics - Stalnaker semantics: nearness between worlds 31% of the responses violate Stalnaker semantics "If patch number i is X, then so is patch number j" Further work Toward a formal semantics using the conceptual spaces theory Empirical work on probabilistic conditionals and contexts of uncertainty To what extent the semantics for inferentialism should be normative? Formalization of the strength of inference between the antecedent and the consequent Thank you for your attention! 
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